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ABSTRACT

POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Languages) is used to specify (design)
hybrid systems (soft- and hardware). At this moment, POOSL specifications have to be
compiled (translated) to other existing specification languages to simulate or to verify
them. In this report a specific compiler is discussed that translates POOSL specifications
to PROrviELA specifications. PROMELA is the input language for SPIN, which is a
simulation and a verification program.

Due to imperfections of the compiler at this moment, the translated specification is
incomplete. To complete it some manual changes must be made, or the compiler must
be extended. These extensions will be discussed briefly.

One of these inadequacies is that a conditional receive statement cannot be
translated completely. This report discusses three possible implementations to translate
the powerful conditional receive statement in PROMELA.

L.J. van Bokhoven, 1996
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1. INTRODUCTION

The variety of products increases every year. Let us have a look at what happened to
computers. Many years ago just a few additions were available for computers. A 8086
computer had a diskette drive, a monitor with all the colours you wished (as long as it
were black or green) and even some printers were available (noisy dot matrix).

Now you need the newest processor with multimedia extensions to run mUltitasking
operating systems, you use a sound card that has a wavetable, a hard drive that can
store up to 4 GB, a graphics card that has accelerators to speed up performance, you
have a monitor that can display 16.7 million colours (although you do not have enough
pixels to display them at the same time), you have a CD-ROM (or should that be DVD),
at least a laser printer, a modem, a '" et cetera, et cetera.

I have chosen a computer to show you that it has many accessories. These accessories
can be chosen from a wide variety of equivalent products. What is more, is that the
products succeed increasingly rapid. This means that the time-to-market gets shorter
and shorter. To fulfil the needs of the consumer, it is vital that the design time of the
products is shortened, while maintaining the same quality. This effect is also applicable
to many other products such as VCRs, automobiles. portable telephones, and others as
well.

Let us concentrate on products that have chips in it. An important step in the design is a
product specification. Although products must be designed in increasingly less time, this
should not mean that you reduce the quality of your product specification. Without a
proper specification you will probably have problems later on, especially if you are
working in teams.

To reduce the time you have to spend on a specification while maintaining or
increasing the quality, you can use a (formal) specification language, like VHDL
PROMELA et cetera. A specification language can be used to simulate and to verify a
specification (design).

Existing languages have specific features that make them (im)practicable or
(in)efficient to use. A new language, POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification
Language) is a very powerful formal specification language that can be used to
specify complex behaviour. It is object oriented, which means that defined processes
can be reused, and above all, it distinguishes process objects from data objects. (Think
of user programmable chips). POOSL syntax is very clear, which reduces possible errors
due to misinterpretation. To learn more about POOSL you can read (1).

At this point in time there is no simulation or verification program available that reads
POOSL specifications. That is why specifications are translated (automatically) to
existing simulators/verificators. One of these programs is SPIN. that uses PROMELA as its
specification language.

POOSL speci'fications can be translated to PROMELA using a compiler. This compiler is
not perfect, and that is why manual additions or changes have to be made to the
generated PROMELA specification. One of these compiler imperfections is the
conditional receive statement. The purpose of this report is to find an implementation
(description) of the conditional receive statement in PROMELA. What kind of statement
this is will be explained later on, but first we will explain what a rendezvous is within the
context of this report.

Note: this document can also be used to get acquainted with POOSL PROMELA and
XSPIN.
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2. THE RENDEZVOUS PRINCIPLE.

Figure 1 shows two processes, a transmitter T and a receiver R. Channel c (represented
by a line) interconnects T and R. The channel itself is attached to ports and is used to
transfer messages between the processes.

channel
c

ports

Figure 1. Transmitter T and receiver R are interconnected by channel c.

Suppose that process T wants to pass a message m across channel c. In POOSL this is
denoted by:

e!m

If R wants to receive a message m from channel c, you must write

e?m

in POOSL. Process T is executed until e!m is encountered. Process R runs (semi-) parallel
with T until e?m is reached. From that moment, a rendezvous can take place: e! m and
e?m are executed at the same time, and message m will be sent.

In addition to the message, an arbitrary number of parameters can be sent along:

e!m(Pl, P2, P3, ... , Pn)

To receive this message

is used. After the rendezvous, the variables VI to Vn will contain the values of PI to pn.

The following example illustrates message passing with the rendezvous principle.

Examplel.

In this example two processes are defined: a transmitter T and a receiver R. They use
channel c to communicate and the transmitted message is called m. This message is
used to pass data d.

c

Figure 2. In Example 1 transmitter T sends a message to receiver R
across channel c.
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POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1.P

1 ExampleRendezVousPrinciple:= <
2 ( T() II R( I I,
3
4 process class T(l
5 instance variables
6 communication channels
7 c
8 message interface
9 c !m{Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendData (I (I
12 instance methods
13 SendData () (I
14 I d: Integer
15 d:=123;
16 c 'm(d) .
17
18
19 process class R()
20 instance variables
21 communication channels
22 c
23 message interface
24 c?m(Integer)
25 initial method call
26 ReceiveData() ()
27 instance methods
28 ReceiveData () ()
29 I d: Integer I
30 c?m(d).
31

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1.SPIN

1 mtype = ( --'" );
2
3 proctype _T(chan _c) (
4 gato _SendData;
5 _SendDa ta :
6 _d = 123;
7 3'.JII(_d);
B gato exit;
9

10 exit: 0
11 }
12
13 proctype _R(chan _c) (
14 gate _ReceiveOatai
15 _ReceiveOata:
16 _c?_m(_d);
17 gate exit;
18
19 exit: 0
20 }
21
22 init (
23 chan _c = [0] of ( mtype, into into int }:
24
25 atomic (
26 run _T(_c);
27 run _R(_c)
28
29

name of a
specificalion

declaring
processes

instance
variables

~

channels

message
inlerlace

in~ial meth6d
call

Instance
methods

The POOSL-specification (left) starts with a name, in this case
ExampleRendezVousPrinciple. The specification is written after this name, between <
and> . It starts with a list of all processes running simultaneously (line 2). In this example
only Tand Rexist. Between the brackets () immediately after the names of the
processes, parameters can be defined, as we will see later on. Processes are separated
by the parallel composition operator: I I .

After this the definition of the processes starts. Let us have a look at the transmitter (T).
The first line of the definition ( line 4: process class T () ) specifies the name of the
process. Since this process does not need any start up parameters only an empty pair
of brackets () follows the name.

After instance variables (line 5) the global variables are defined. The instance
variables are only visible within the scope of this instance, which means that they can
be used in all methods. Since T does not use any instance variables they are skipped
here.

After this the ports are defined with communication channels (line 6). There is only one
port here, namely c.

Now that the ports have been defined, all possible messages (which can be sent or
received) are listed after message interface (line 8). If a message contains
parameters, only their types are stated. In this example T just uses c! m(d), where d is
an integer, so after message interface we must write c !m(Integer) meaning that
message m can be sent across channel c with an additional integer.

After the definition of the messages, the initial method call follows (line 10). It
specifies the method where the execution of the process starts. Here it is SendData,

After each method name, two pairs of brackets are written. The input parameters for
the method are defined between the first pair of brackets. If there are none, just () is
written. If this method returns any parameters, they are listed inside the second pair of
parentheses.

Finally, after instance methods, the methods of the process are defined (lines 12-16).

These methods are the building blocks of the process. If you are used to program in
Pascal or C, you might think of them as some sort of functions or procedures.
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Process T of the example uses only one method, which is called SendData (line 13). As
mentioned earlier, this method does not use any input or output parameters, which
means that only two pairs of brackets follow the method's name. On the next line
(line 14), between I and I the local variables are defined. These variables exist within
the scope of the method only. In this case there is an integer d.

After defining the variables, the body of the method follows (lines 15-16): d is set to its
initial value 123 and T sends the parameter d along with message m ( c !m (d) ). The
method is closed with a point (.). Because a new process R starts after this method, the
definition of T is finished.

After the definition of R the complete specification is terminated with> (line 31).

To check the specification, we want to simulate and/or verify it. At this moment there is
no simulation or verification program that accepts specifications written in POOSL. To
still be able to check the specification, it must be translated manually or compiled
automatically to another language which is accepted by a particular simulator.
Although several target languages are explored, this report deals with the translation to
PROMELA only. PROMELA is the specification language used by SPIN, the simulation
and verification program we want to use to check our POOSL specifications.

To get acquainted with PROMELA we will thoroughly discuss the translated POOSL
specification. It is listed beside the POOSL specification to explicitly show the differences
and similarities. ( For more information on PROMELA or SPIN, you can read (3). )

A PROMELA specification starts with the definition of the used message types, inside
mtype { }. In the example shown, there is only one message: _m. This message
corresponds with message m in the POOSL specification. The underscore is added by
the compiler to prevent that identifiers accidentally get a name that is a keyword in
PROMELA or is reserved. Adding underscores is only temporary, and may change when
the compiler is expanded. This implementation will be discussed amongst others in this
report later on.

After defining the message types, the definitions of the processes follow (lines 3-20). The
first process is _T: practype _T (chan _c) which means that channel _c is connected
to _T. Subsequently the variables are defined. PROMELA uses global variables only
(global within the scope of the process), which means that there is a potential danger
in using the same name for variables in different methods of a certain process.

Because PROMELA has no way to define methods, we use labels and jumps instead. For
each process the label exit is defined (lines 10 and 19), used to end 'methods' in
PROMELA:

[ BODY

gata exit;

exit: 0

The exit label is followed by 0, which cannot be executed by SPIN, and represents the
end of the entire process.

The definition of the receiver _R is similar.

At the bottom of the PROMELA specification within the curly braces of ini t { }, the
channels are defined (line 23). Channel _c in the specification is used to send messages
containing four or less variables. The necessary first variable is an mtype and
distinguishes the various messages. The other three variables are optional and integers.

5
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The [0] after the equals sign indicates that the messages are not buffered. This means
that a send or a receive statement blocks execution of a process until a rendezvous
can take place.

Note that in this example one integer per message would have been sufficient:

chan _c = [0] of { rntype, int }

As we will see later on, this is another trade-off in the design of the compiler.

Still within initoafter the channel definitions, an atornicO statement is used to start
=~~ all the processes (lines 25-28). A sequence of statements within an atomic sequence is

indivisible. Here it means that all processes are started immediately after each other. It
does not mean that a process is indivisible.

The PROMELA specification can be simulated in XSPIN, a graphical environment
designed to ease the use of SPIN. You can read Appendix A to get familiar with XSPIN.
The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Graphical simulation output of Example 1.

The middle column represents the transmitter J, the right column represents the
receiver _R. (The left column always is the ini t {} process, but is discarded in this report
for its insignificant value). First the transmitter is started. The execution is blocked by
_c !_rnLd) since there is no rendezvous possible (at the moment). Then the receiver is
started. _R runs until _c?_rnLd) is encountered. At this moment a rendezvous is
possible and takes place. The message is sent and _d at the receiver now contains 123.
This rendezvous is represented by an arrow towards the receiver.

The receiver and the transmitter are completed after this rendezvous. Since there are
no running processes anymore, ini t {} stops and the simulation is finished.

This ends the example to illustrate the rendezvous principle. In contrast to the normal
send and receive statements used in the example, another type of receive statement
exists: the conditional receive statement.

6



3. THE CONDITIONAL RECEIVE.

The general form of the conditional receive statement (in POOSL) is:

This statement is executable if and only if the expression EXPR is true and a rendezvous
can take place. EXPR depends on at least one of the variables VI to Vn. Be careful:
EXPR is evaluated with the values of PI to pn of the corresponding send statement
( c !m (Pl , P2, P3' ... , Pn)) and not with the actual values of VI to Vn. This may seem
a little strange, but since Pi and Vi may have other names, the only way for the
receiving process to indicate Pi is to use Vi as a reference to Pi. Before we proceed we
will illustrate the usage of the conditional receive statement.

Suppose that several receivers (all connected to channel c) wait for message m. The
receivers use a conditional receive statement to separate their messages from others:

c?m(ID, d I ID=MyID),

where My/D is a local variable that differs per process.

The transmitter uses

c!m(TransID, d)

to send its messages. By changing the identifier Trans/D the transmitter can send its
data d to a specific receiver. Note that the receiver uses /D to refer to Trans/D. This
conditional receive statement is executable if Trans/D has the same value as My/D.

Since we also want to simulate POOSL specifications containing the conditional receive
statement we must be able to translate it to PROMELA. The present compiler cannot
translate this general form to an expression in PROMELA because PROMELA has no
conditional receive statement. However, if EXPR is restricted to the subclass vi=expr,
three different implementations in PROMELA appear. Each implementation will be
discussed on the basis of the following three recurring applications:

• conditional receive on the basis of ID=MyID,

• conditional receive on the basis of ID=PartnerID,

• passing identifiers.

These descriptions may sound somewhat cryptic at the moment but they will be
explained later on when discussing the examples.

First implementation.

The first way to describe the conditional receive statement in PROMELA uses the
blocking effect of constants in receive statements. Consider the next pair of statements:

'. iOllal
-iVe

ament

restricted
subclass

c!m(ID) c?m (1 )

A rendezvous only takes place if 10=1. If 10=2 there cannot be a rendezvous between
these two processes.

The general form of a receive statement in PROMELA is:

7



where Xi is a variable or a constant. This statement is executable if and only if there is a
send statement

(where Vi is a variable) and Xi=Vi for all constants Xi. To shed some light on it, consider
the following pair:

clm(d, 3, i, e) c?m(a, 3, b, 6)

This pair can form a rendezvous when e=6, but not when e=5.

As mentioned before, we will discuss three examples of recurring applications that use
the conditional receive statement in their specifications.

Examplela.

In this example the conditional receive statement is used with condition ID=MyID. Two
processes have been defined: a transmitter T and two receivers R.

- - . . . . - - - . . . . - - - - - . . . . . -

c
T

PROMELA

....-----...., :-+:
c

: POOSL

Figure 4. In Example 1a receivers R(1) and R(2) are mapped on two separate processes, R1 and R2.

PROMELA SPECIFICATION

The POOSL specification is listed below on the left side. Halfway in the POOSL
specification starts the description of receiver R (line 23). Each receiver gets another
parameter MyID to distinguish it from other receivers. In this example there are two
instances of a receiver R. They are defined in line 2 of the POOSL specification: R(1) and
R(2) so MylD=l for R(l) and MyID=2 for R(2).

POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 A.P Filename: FEX1 A.SPIN

1 ExampleRendezVousPrinciple:= <
2 (T() IIR(1) II R(2) ),
3
4 process class T()
5 instance variables
6 communication channels
7 e
8 message interface
9 c!m(Integer, Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendData I) I)
12 instance methods
13 SendData () ()
14 lID, d: Integer
15 ID;=l;
16 d:=123;
17 e!mlID, d);
18 ID: =ID+1;
19 d:=321;
20 e!mlID, d).
21
22
23 process class R{MyID: Integer)
24 instance variables
25 communication channels
26 e
27 message interface
28 c?m(Inteqer, Integer)
29 initial method call
30 ReceiveData() ()
31 instance methods
32 ReceiveData () ()
33 lID, d: Integer I
34 e?mlID, d I ID=MyID).
35

1 mtype = ( m );
2
3 proctype T(chan cl
4 (int ID, d;
5 ID=l;
6 d=123;
7 clm{ID, d);
8 ID=ID+l;
9 d=321;

10 e!mlID, d)
11
12
13 proetype R1lehan e)
14 (int d;
15 e?m(l, d)
16
17
18 proctype R2 (chan c)
19 (int d;
20 e?ml2, d)
21
22
23 init
24 {
25 chan c = [0] of { mtype, int, int };
26
27 atomic ( run Tee) i
28 run R1 Ie);
29 run R2(e)
30
31

8



The transmitter T first sends data to the receiver with MyID=1 (R(1»):

ID:=l;

d:=123;

c !rn(ID, d);

Subsequently T sends data (d=321) to the second instance of the receiver ( R(2»):

ID:=ID+l;

d:=321;

c !rn(ID, d);

Next to the POOSL specification is the PROMELA description of the processes. The
receivers are mapped on two separate templates: R(1) is mapped on RI (line 13) and
R(2) is represented by R2 (line 18). With the simulation we can check whether the
desired behaviour is modelled. The result is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Simulation output of Example 1a.

As shown in the graphical output of the simulation, first transmitter T is started and sends
its data (123) to receiver RI. Then it sends data (321) to the second instance of the
receiver, R2. After this rendezvous all processes end. From this simulation we can
conclude that we modelled the behaviour of the processes correctly.

Example lb.

The conditioning expression in the conditional receive statement can also be
interpreted in a slightly different way, namely as ID=PartnerID. In this case a receiver
wants to collect messages from a specific transmitter only (its partner). This
interpretation is used in the example. There are two transmitters T(1) and T(2) sending
their identifiers along with their messages. Just one receiver is defined and it collects
messages from T(2) only. This is determined by the variable Partner/D. In this example
the value of Partner/D is two during the entire execution time of R, but in a real
application its value may be varied during execution to change partners.

9



, POOSL

T(1 )

c :-.:

PROMELA

c

Figure 6. In Example 1b and Example 3b transmitters T(1) and T(2) are mapped on two separate instances of process T. R only
collects messages from the second instance T(2).

The PROMELA specification shown is the manually translated version of the POOSL
specification. A transmitter is provided with an identifier 10 to distinguish it from the
other transmitter (lines 23 and 24). A transmitter sends data d along with its messages. d is
initially set to 10, so this will be visible in the simulation results. Feel free to change this
value as you like, its value has no influence on the specification.

POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 B.P

1 ExampleConditionalReceive:= <
2 (T(l) II T(2) II R() ).
3
4 process class T(ID: Integer)
5 instance variables
6 communication chaIU'lels
7 c
B message interface
9 c!m(Integer, Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendData (IDj (I
12 instance methods
13 SendData(ID: integer) ()
14 I d' integer I
15 d,.rD;
16 c!m(ID, dl.
17
18
19 process class R()
20 instance variables
21 communication channels
22 c
23 message interface
24 c?m{Integer, Integer)
2S initial method call
26 ReceiveData() ()
27 instance methods
28 ReceiveData() ()
29 1 PartnerID, d: integer I
30 PartnerID:=2;
31 c?m(eval(PartnerID), d).
32
33

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 B.SPIN

1 mtype' ( m j;
2
3 proctype T(ehan c; int ID)
4 (int d;
5 d=ID;
6 c!m(ID, d);
7
8
9 proctype R(chan c)

10 {int PartnerID, d;
11 PartnerID=2;
12 d=123;
13 if
14 (PartnerID==11 -> c?m(l, d)
15 (PartnerID==2) -> c?m(2, d)
16 fi
17
18
19 init
20 (
21 chan c [01 of { rntype, int, int };
22
23 atomic ( run T(e, 1);
24 run T(c, 2);
25 run R(c)
26
27

The receiver makes PartnerlO equal to two and sets d to 123 (lines 11-12). Next the
conditional receive statement is encountered:

if

(PartnerID==l) -> c?m(l, d)

(PartnerID==2) -> c?m(2, d)

fi

10



The general if statement

if

.. condition_O -> statement

.. condition_l -> statement

.. condition_n -> statement

if

works as follows. If eondition_i evaluates to true, it is executable. In case of several
executable conditions, one of these branches is chosen at random and executed. In
this specific case however, it depends on the value of PartnerlD whether the upper
c?m(l, d) orthelowerstatementc?m(2, d) is executed.

The if statement cannot be replaced by c?m(PartnerID, d) because PartnerlD is a
variable and its value will equal/D in c! m(ID, d) after the rendezvous. In that case we
cannot predict with which instance this rendezvous will be formed ( 1(1) or 1(2) ).

Figure 7. Output of simulation from Example lb.

From the result of the simulation we can derive that 1(2) and R indeed rendezvous.
What you cannot see from the graphical output of the simulation, is that 1(1) has not
ended, but that its execution is blocked by its send statement (line 6). When you run this
simulation yourself, and place a cursor on the last block of the second left column, 10
will be replaced by waiting and you put the cursor on the last block of second right
column (1(2») you will see ended instead.

Examplelc.

In the third example three processes playa part, namely A 8 and C (see Figure 8). At
first only A and 8 can communicate with each other because A knows the identifier
for B. After A is started it sends messqge m to 8 across channel ab ( ab! m(ID, d)).
Next A sends 8 's identifier to C with the statement ac! Pas sID (ID) . Please note that
PasslD is a name for the message and not some existing mechanism in PROMELA for
passing identifiers.

C receives the message from A and can communicate with 8 from this moment on.
Communication is done via the already existing channel be (e.g. bc!m(ID, d)) and
was impossible before, because ID was zero. ID could in fact be set to any value but 1
(one) to prevent C and 8 to communicate with each other.

11



,POOSL and PROMELA

ab

be

Figure 8. C can communicate with B only after A sent B 's
identifier to C (Example 1c).

POOSL SPECIFICATION PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1C.P Filename: FEX1 C.SPIN

mtype = { m, PassID };

atomic run A(ab, ac);
run B(ab, bc);
run C(ac, bc)

proctype B(chan ab, be)
( int d1, d2;

ab?m(l, dl);
bc?m(l, d21

proctype A{chan ab, ac)
( int 10, d;

ID=l;
d=123 ;
ab!m(ID, dl;
ac!PassID(IDl;

int
int
int

int,
int,
int,

mtype,
mtype.
mtype.

[0) of
[OJ of
[01 of

chan ab
chan ac
chan be

init
(

proctype Crehan ac, be)
( int 10. d;

10=0,
d=321;
ac?PassID (10) ;
be !m{ID, d);

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

process class C()
instance variables
communication charmels

ac, bc
message interface

aC?PassID(Integer) ;
bc!m{Integer, Integer}

initial method call
MainC () ()

instance methods
MainC () ()
I 10, d, Integer

10,=0;
d,=321;
ac?PassIO (IO) ;
bc!m(IO, d).

process class A(l
instance variables
communication channels

ab, ac
message interface

ab!m(Integer, Integer);
ac!PassID(Integer)

initial method call
MainAll (I

instance methods
MainA(111
I ID. d, Integer

ID,=l;
d, =123;
ab!m(ID, d);
ac! PassID (ID) .

ExampleConditionalReceive
I AI) II Bill II CI) ).

process class B(MyID: Integer)
instance variables
communication channels

ab, be
message interface

ab?m(Integer, Integer):
ac?m(Integer, Integer)

initial method call
MainB(MyIOI ()

instance methods
MainS (MyID: Integer} ( )
I d1. d2, Integer I

ab?m(eval(MyID), dl)j
bc?m(eval(MyID}, d2).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
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The PROIV1ELA specification is discussed only briefly. Process B uses the conditional
receive statement (lines 13-14), A and C are directly related to the POOSL specification.
After carefully examinating both specifications, you will notice that the labels MoinA
MainB or MainC have not been used in the PROMELA specification (see lines 14, 32, 48).

Since both specifications have been optimised manually to be as short and as clear as
possible, they consist of the necessary statements only. An automatically generated
PROMELA specification will be a bit longer, but will do the same job.

Figure 9. Output of SPIN after simulation of Example 1c.

From the simulation output we may conclude the correctness of the PROMELA
specification, and thus the correctness of the POOSL specification. As you can see in
Figure 9 C communicates with B only after receiving B 's identifier.

This concludes the discussion of the first implementation of the conditional receive
statement in PROMELA. Now the second implementation follows.

Second implementation.

The second implementation of the conditional receive statement in PROMELA uses
arrays of channels. An array of channels must be declared globally. At the top of the
PROMELA specification (lines 3 of FEX2A.SPIN)

chan[2]=[O] of { mtype, int }

array 01
channels

defines an array that consists of two unbuffered ([ 0 ]) channels. Note carefully that
c [ 0] !m (d) sends a message across the first channel, and c [1] ! m ( d) is the second
channel!

e[1]

e

e[Q]

._._----_ _--_ .

: PROMELA

, ,
L...-__....l : ---+ :e

~ poosi. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 10. In Example 28 R(O) and R(1) are two instances of the same process and correspond with R(1) and R(2) respectively
in the POOSL specification. Each receiver has a separate subchannel within channel c.
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Example2a.

The first example is the same as Example la, To clarify the differences and similarities,
the same POOSL specification is copied word for word.

POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1A.P

1 ExampleRendezVousPrinciple:= <

2 ITIIIIRI111IRI211,
3
4 process class T()
5 instance variables
6 cOIlUnunication channels
7 c
8 message interface
9 c!m{Integer, Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendDatal) I)
12 instance methods
13 SendData I ) I I
14 I 10, d, Integer
15 10,=1,
16 d,=123;
17 c!m(ID, d);
18 IO:=ID+1;
19 d,=321,
20 c !mIIO, d).
21
22
23 process class R(MyID: Integer)
24 instance variables
25 communication channels
26 c
27 message interface
28 c?m(Integer, Integer)
29 initial method call
30 ReceiveData() ()
31 instance methods
32 ReceiveData() (l
33 I 10, d, Integer I
34 c?mlIO, d I IO=MyIOI.
35

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX2A.SPIN

1 mtype = ( m ),
2
3 chan c [2] = [OJ of (mtype, int )
4
5 proctype T ()
6 (int ID, d,
7 ID=O;
8 d=123,
9 c[IO] !mld),

10 IO=ID+1,
11 d=321,
12 c [ID] !mld)
13
14
15 proctype R(int IO)
16 {int d,
17 c[ID)?mldl
18
19
20 init
21 (
22
23 atomic ( run T();
24 runR(O);
25 run R(1)
26
27

The PROMELA specification of the receiver is a little different now, First there is only one
template of the receiver. and not two copies as before. Second. every receiver has a
(separate) part of the channel array (see Figure 10).

Figure 11. Simulation output from Example 2a.

Example2b.

This example discusses the same problem as in Example 1b, but here a channel array is
used to implement the conditional receive statement in R.

There are two transmitters T(O) and T(1) (watch those identifiers!) and there is one
receiver that collects messages from the second transmitter only ( T(1) ).

14



, POOSL PROMELA

c :----. :

T(O)
c[O)

c[1]

c

Figure 12. In Example 2b transmitters T(1) and T(2) are mapped on two separate instances T(O) and T(1) 01 the same process T.
R only collects messages lrom T(1) via subband e[1J.

Figure 13. Graphical output 01 SPIN after simulating Example 2b. Only T(2)
communicates with R.

POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 B.P

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX2B.SPIN

mtype = ( In );

chan c [2] = [0] of mtype, int }

1r~~~~~ T(int 1D)

d=ID;
c[ID) !mldl;

proctype R ( 1
( int 10, d;

ID=l;
c [IDI ?mldl

1 ExampleConditionalReceive:= <
~ I Til) II T(2) II RII I,

4 ~rocess class T(ID: Integer)
5 ~nstance variables
6 communication channels
7 c
8 message interface
9 c!rn(Integer, Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendData I IDI ()
12 instance methods
13 SendData(ID: integer) ()
14 I d, integer I
15 d, =ID;
16 c!m(ID, d).
17
18

~~ ~~~~:~~eC~:~i~i~s
21 communication channels
22 c
23 message interface
24 c?m(Integer, Integer)
25 initial method call
26 ReceiveData{) ()
27 instance methods
28 ReceiveData () ()
29 I PartnerID, d: integer
30 PartnerID:=2;
31 c?m{eval(PartnerIDj, d).
32
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

init
I

atomic run T(Ol;
run T(l);
run R()

Something that hardly strikes immediately is that relabeling is not possible. Here
relabeling means that a process internally uses other names to access its channels.
Suppose that channel c is declared globally, and process W uses channel d internally,
which is actually channel c. The PROMELA specification would look like

mtype = {m}

chan c = [0] of { mtype, int

proctype W( chan d )

{ d!m

relabeling
chennels

init{ atomic { run W(C)i

15



The same is not possible if c is an array of channels because
proctype W( chan d [2) ) is an illegal instruction in PROMELA. Because relabeling of
these channels is impossible, a process cannot be reused.

PROMELA

Figure 14. Although there are 8 identical processes ( Resources) there must be two templates in PROMELA because
relabeling of channel arrays is impossible. One template is used for the 4 resources of P and the other template is used for Q's
resources.

Consider the following system. P's resources and Q's resources function equally and
have basically the same description in PROMELA and use the implementation of the
conditional receive statement with channel arrays. The fact that P communicates with
its resources via channel pt, whereas Q does this via channel qt, makes it impossible to
use the same specification for both resources. Here it is necessary to provide the
PROMELA specification with two templates for the resources: one template for P's
resources and one for Q's.

Example2c.

This example differs from Example 1C, but deals with the same problem: passing
identifiers from one process to another.

, PROMELA

e[O.. 1)

Figure 15. In Example 2c C can communicate with B only
after it received B 's identifier from A.

Once again three processes A 8 and C are defined, but now they are interconnected
by channel c, This channel is an array and consists of two subbands, c(O) and c(1),
Initially just A can communicate with 8 (c[ID) !rnA(d) (line 9». C can communicate
with 8 (c [ID) !mC (d) (line 24»), only after A has passed 8 's identifier to C with
c [1) ! PassIn (ID) (line 23).

The initial value ID=10 (see line 21) in process C is arbitrary, as long as c(lD) does not
exist.

16



Figure 16. First A sends 123 to B, then it sends B 's identifier to C and finally
C sends 321 to B. B can distinguish the messages by their names.

The graphical output of the simulation (see Figure 16) is similar to the result from Example
lc, as we had expected.

POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 C.P

1 ExampleConditionalReceive
2 (A() IIB(l) Ilc(»,
3
4 process class A(l
5 instance variables
6 communica tion channels
7 ab, ac
8 message interface
9 ab!m(Integer. Integer);

10 ac! PassID (Integer)
11 initial method call
12 MainA() ()
13 instance methods
14 MainA() ()
15 I ID, d: Int"ger
16 ID:=l;
17 d:=123;
18 ablm(ID, d);
19 ac! PassID (ID) .
20
21
22 process class B(MyID: Integer)
23 instance variables
24 communication channels
25 ab, be
26 message interface
27 ab?m(Integer, Integer);
28 ac?m(Integer, Integer)
29 initial method call
30 MainB (MyID) (I
31 instance methods
32 MainB(MyID: Integer) ()
33 I d1, d2: Integer I
34 ab?m(eva1(MyID), d1);
35 bc?rn(eval(MyID), d2l.
36
37
3 B process class C ( )
39 instance variables
40 communication channels
41 ac, bc
42 message interface
43 ac?PassID(Integer);
44 bc!m(Integer, Integer)
45 initial method call
46 MainC() (I
47 instance methods
48 MainC I) ()
49 lID, d: Integer
50 ID:=O;
51 d:=321;
52 ac?PassID(ID);
53 bc!m(ID. d).
54
55

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX2C.SPIN

1 mtype = { mA, mC, PassID };
2
3 chan c[2] = [OJ of ( mtype, int )
4
5 proctype A()
6 (int ID, d;
7 ID=O;
8 d=123;
9 c [ID] !mA(dl;

10 c[ljlPassID(IDI;
11
12
13 proctype B()
14 (int d1, d2;
15 c[0)?mA(d11;
16 c[0]?",C(d2)
17
18
19 proctype C(l
20 (int ID, d;
21 ID=10;
22 d=321;
23 c[l]?PassID(ID):
24 clID] !mC(d);
25
26
27 init
28
29 atomic run A( I ;
30 runB(I;
31 run C(l
32
33

The implementation of the conditional receive statement that uses arrays of channels
has the advantage that it has a compact notation, and sometimes makes multiple
templates superfluous, A disadvantage is that channel arrays have to be declared
globally in PROMELA which makes relabeling of channels impossible, Equal process
descriptions that use different channel arrays must be duplicated due to this relabeling
problem.
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Another minor problem you must be aware of is that channel arrays start numbering by
zero. If the POOSL description uses only two receivers R(3) and R(4), '~hey will have to be
mapped on R(O) and R(1). Luckily, there is a third method to describe the conditional
receive statement in PROMELA.

Third implementation.

The third implementation of the conditional receive statement uses the brand new
eval () operator. This operator in PROMELA was developed after an email from the
designers of POOSL to the SPIN designer.

The eval () operator evaluates the expression within its parentheses to a constant. If ID
is a variable then eval (ID) is a constant with the same value as ID. As shown before,
constants can block the execution of a receive statement, which makes it suitable for
an implementation of the conditional receive statement with conditions of the form
VAR=expr.

As with all other implementations, three examples will illustrate the use of the eval ()
operator.

Example3a.

: POOSL and PROMELA

c
T

Figure 17. In Example 3a receivers R(1) and R(2) are
mapped on two instances of R.

This example corresponds with Example 1a (see Figure 17). The POOSL specification is
the same, only the PROMELA specification is modified, please note the similarities
between them. We recall that there is one transmitter T and two receivers, R(1) and
R(2). In the POOSL specification shown below is one difference with the POOSL
specification of Example 1a; the conditional receive statement (line 15)

c?rn(ID, d I ID=MyID)

is replaced by
c?rn(eval(MyID), d)

This (provisional) notation in POOSL is used to automatically translate the conditional
receive statement to PROMELA.

The result of the simulation are shown equivalent to the results in Figure 11.
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POOSL SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 A.P

1 ExampleRendezVousPrinciple
2 (T() IIR(111IR(2»,
3
4 process class T()
5 instance variables
6 communication channels
7 c
8 message interface
9 c!m(Integer, Integer)

10 ini tial method call
11 SendData () ()
12 instance methods
13 SendData () ( 1
14 I 10, d; Integer
15 10;=1;
16 d; =123;
17 c!m{ID, d);
18 ID:=ID+1;
19 d; =321;
20 c!m(IO, d).
21
22
23 process class R(MyID: Integer)
24 instance variables
25 communication channels
26 c
27 message interface
28 c?m(Integer, Integer)
29 initial method call
30 ReceiveData (l ()
31 instance methods
32 ReceiveData() ()
33 I 10, d: Integer I
34 c?m(IO, d I IO=MyIO).
35

Example3b.

PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX3A.SPIN

1 mtype = ( m };
2
3 proctype T(chan c)
4 (int ID, d;
5 ID=l;
6 d=123;
"7 c!m(ID, d);
8 ID=ID+1;
9 d=321;

10 c!m(IO, dl
11
12
13 proctype R(chan Ci int ID)
14 {int d;
15 c?m{eval (ID) •dl
16
17
18
19 init
20 {
21 chan c {OJ of { mtype, int, int } i
22
23 atomic run T(c);
24 run R(c, 1);
25 run R(c, 2)
26
27

For the completeness an equivalent PROMELA specification of Example lb and 2b is
shown, this time using the eval () operator. The POOSL-specification is the same with
the exception of c?m(eval (PartnerID) , d} (line 13) instead of
c?m (ID, d I ID=PartnerID). Perhaps it is informative to mention that this notation
makes the variable ID superfluous.

Figure 18. Result after simulating Example 3b.

POOSL SPECIFICATION PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX1 B.P

1 ExampleConditionalReceive
2 (T(l) IIT(2) IIR() I,
3
4 process class TCID: Integer)
5 instance variables
6 communication channels
7 c
8 message interface
9 C!m(Integer, Integer)

10 initial method call
11 SendData (10) ()
12 instance methods
13 SendData(ID: integer) ()
14 I d: integer I
15 d:=ID;
16 c!m(ID, dl.
17
18
19 process class R()
20 instance variables
21 communication channels
22 c
23 message interface
24 c?m(Integer, Integer)

Filename: FEX3B.SPIN

1 mtype = { m };
2
3 proctype T(chan c; int IO)
4 (int d;
5 d=IO;
6 C!m(ID, d);
7
8
9 proctype R (chan c)

10 (int PartnerID, d;
11 PartnerID=2;
12 d=123;
13 c?rn(eval (PartnerID), d)
14
15
16 init
17 {
18 chan c [0] of { mtype, int, int } i

19
20 atomic runT(c,1);
21 run T(c, 2);
22 run R(c)
23
24
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25 initial method call
26 ReceiveData () ()
27 instance methods
28 ReceiveData (l ()
29 1 PartnerID, d: integer
30 partnerID: =2;
31 c?m(eval(PartnerIDl, d).
32
33

Example3c.

Now that the working of the eval () operator is clear, we will have a deviant example
to discuss the problem of passing identifiers.

POOSL and PROMELA

BUS

Figure 19. Two users, U1 and U2, can communicate with 4
resources. The conditional receive statement is used to separate
the resources.

Two users are defined, U1 and U2, Also a couple of resources are defined: Resource(0)'
to Resource(3) (line 2 of FEX3C.P).

POOSL SPECIFICATION PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX3C.P Filename: FEX3C.SPIN

~rocess class Resource(ResourceID: Integer)
~nstance variables
communication channels

BUS
message interface

BUS?m(Integer, Integer, Integer)
ini~Y~im~;~~~ae~';linteger, Integer)

MainRes(ResourceID) ()
ins tance methods

MainRes(ResourceID: Integeri()
I UserServiced, d: Integer

BUS?m(eval(ResourceIDl, serID, d);
BUS !m(ResourceID, UserID, d).

~~~~:;~ec;:~~~i~b
communication channels

u, BUS
message interface

BUSlm{Integer, Integer, Integer);
u!PassID(Integer)

initial method call
MainU1() ()

instance methods
MainU11) ()
I MyUserID, ResourceID, d: Integer

MyUserID: =0:
ResourceID: =1;
d: =123:

~Y~~~~~5(~~;;~;~~I~1~serID,d);

~rocess class U2{)
~nstance variables
communication channels

u, BUS
message interface

u?PassID(Integer);
BUS?m(Integer, Integer, Integer}

initial method call
MainU2 () ()

instance methods
MainU2 () ()
I MyUserID, UserID, ResourceID, d: Integer I

MyUserID: =1;
ResourceID: =100;
d:=321;
u?PassID(ResourceID);
BUS?m(eval(ResourceID), UserID, d).

proctype Resource(chan BUS: int ResourceID)
{ int UserServiced, d;

BUS?m(eva1(ResourceIDl, UserServiced, d):
BUS!m(ResourceID, Userserviced, d)

0) ;
1) ;
2) ;
31

int };
int, int, int );

= (OJ of ( mtype.
= [OJ of ( mtype.

run U1 (u, BUS);
run U2 (u, BUS);
run Resource(BUS,
run Resource (BUS,
run Resource (BUS,
run Resource (BUS,

chan u
chan BUS

atomic {

proctype U2(chan u, BUS)
{ int MyUserID, UserID, ResourceID, d:

MyUserID=1;
ResourceID=100: /'" unknown "'/
d=321;
u?PassID{ResourceID);
BUS?m(eval(ResourceIDl, UserID, d)

mtype = { m, PassID }:

proctype U1(chan u, BUS)
int MyUserID, ResourceID, d;
MyUserID=O;
ResourceID=1;
d=123 ;
BUS!m(ResourceID, MyUserID, d);
u!PassID(ResourceID);

init
(

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1 ExampleConditionalReceive:= <
2 ( U11) II U2 () II Resource 10) II Resource (1)

11Resource (2) Resource (3) l,

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
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The first user Ul, communicates with Resource(1), and stores data in it, meant for
process U2( BUSlm(ResourceID, MyUserID, d)). U2 does not know which resource
was used by Ul to store the data. This is why Ul passes its ResourcelD to U2 with the
statement u! PassID (ResourceID). As soon as U2 has received the identifier, it fetches
the stored data (BUS?m(eval (ResourceID), UserID, d)). With the help of UserlD
process U2 can determine the source of the data.

J5 c

Figure 20. In Example 3c U1 stores its data 123 in a resource and passes the resource's ID to U2. U2 collects
the data after receiving the ID.

The implementation with the eval () operator is the most powerful implementation of
the conditional receive statement at this time. It does not have the disadvantage of
globally defined channels, which means that there is no need for multiple templates as
was the case with the second implementation of the conditional receive statement.

A disadvantage is that only conditions of the form VAR=expr can be handled with the
eval () operator and the other two implementations. Fortunately most conditioning
expressions are equalities and can be translated to PROMELA to be simulated or
verified with SPIN.

For conditional receive statements like

c?m(a, b I a<b)

no description is possible in PROMELA. A candidate would seem to be

c [a<b) ?m(a, b) c !m(a, b)

but the expression a<b is evaluated with the local variables of the receiving process,
and not with the values a and b of the sending process. Since POOSL does use the
variables of the sending process, this candidate cannot be used.
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4. DESCRIBING MULTIPLES.

A multiple is a set of equal processes. A memory can be viewed upon as a multiple. The
basic process is a single storage cell, and an entire memory can be modelled as a set
of instances of these storage cells. Another feature is that the individual processes within
a multiple are connected to the same channel. The instances can be addressed with
an identifier, using the conditional receive statement. The following example will shed
some light on the use of multiples in POOSL and PROMELA.

Example 4.

There are two multiples: a multiple of users and a set of resources. A User can send a
request for a resource (MemReq ) and can send data to it (SendData ) or can read
information from it (ReceiveData ). At any moment, a user can decide to release a
resource ( ReleaseBuf ).

POOSL SPECIFICATION PROMELA SPECIFICATION
Filename: FEX4.P Filename: FEX4.SPIN

or

or
BUS?ReceiveData(eval(BufID), d)

se1
BUS! SendData (BufID, d)

int, int );chan BUS = (0] of { mtype.

od

init
(

atomic ( run User(BUS, 0)
run User (BUS. 1)
run User(BUS, 2)
run Resource (BUS 0);
run Resource (BUS 1);
run Resource (BUS 2)

.. BUS! SendData (BufID, d)
:: BUS?ReceiveData (eval (BufID). d)
:: break

od;
BUS! ReleaseBuf (BufID) ;
go to revive

proctype Resource(chan BUS; int ResourceID}
( int UserServiced. d;
start:

BUS?MemReq(UserServiced) ;
BUS !MemGrntd (UserServiced, ResourceID);
do

BUS?SendData(eval(ResourceID). d)
.. BUS!ReceiveData(ResourceID. d);
:: BUS?ReleaseBuf (eval (ResourceID) ); goto start

mtype = { MemReq, MemGrntd, SendData,
ReceiveData. ReleaseBuf };

proctype User(chan BUS; int UserID)
( int BufID, d;
revive:

BufID=lOO; /* unknown */
BUS!MemReq(UserID);
BUS?MemGrntd(eval(UserID). BufID);
d=UserID+BufID;
do

2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42

BUS !ReceiveData (ResourceID. d)

BUS?ReleaseBuf (eval (ResourceID»;
start (ResourceID) ()

or

or

1es
od.

ExampleConditionalReceive := <
( User(O) II USer11) II User(2) 1,1 Resource(O)

II Resource (1) I Resource (21

~rocess class User (UserID: Integer)
l.nstance var iables
communication channels

BUS
message interface

BUS!MernReq(Integer) ;
BUS?MemGrntd(Integer, Integer);
BUS! ReleaseBuf (Integer) ;
BUS! SendData (Integer. Integer);
BUS?ReceiveData(Integer, Integer)

initial method call
Revive (UserID) ()

instance methods
Revive (UserID: Integer) ()
I BuflD: Integer; Continue: Boolean

BufID, =100;
BUS !MernReq(UserID);
BUS?MemGrntd(eval(UserID), BuflD);
d:=UserID+BufID;
Continue: =true;

while Continue
do

~rocess class Resource (ResourceID: Integer)
l.nstance variables
communication channels

BUS
message interface

BUS?MemReq(Inteqer);
BUS!MemGrntd(Inteqer):
BUS?SendOata(Inteqer. Integer);
BUS ! ReceiveData (Inteqer. Integer):
BUS7ReleaseBuf(Integer):

initial method call
start (ResourceID) ()

instance methods
start (ResourceID: Integer) (I
I UserServiced, d: Integer
BUS?MemReq{UserServiced) ;
BUS! Mem:::;rntd(UserServiced, ResourceID);
while true

do
se1

BUS?SendData(eval (ResourceID), d)

Continue:=false
1es

od;

BUS! ReleaseBuf (BufID) ;
Revive (userID) ().

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
6
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
46
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
56
59
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
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POOSL and PROMELA

Figure 21. Users can allocate a free resource, and write or read data.
Only free resources can respond to a memory request.
(Example 4).

A resource can (if not already in use) provide its services to a user (MemGrntd ). Next
a resource can collect data ( SendData ) or deliver the data it stored ( ReceiveData ).
Please look carefully at the nomenclature: because only messages with corresponding
names can form a rendezvous, names as ReceiveData could be misinterpreted if it was
meant from the user's viewing point and is interpreted as if it were defined from the
resource's perspective. You can avoid these situations by consistent nomenclature or
avoid them by always looking at the message type ( ! for sending statements or ? for
receiving statements ). Here a User sends data using

BUS! SendData (BufID, d)

whereas a certain Resource receives this data using
BUS?SendData(eval(ResourceID), d).

Since POOSL has no break instruction to break out of a loop, a guarding variable
(guard) is used, called Continue. This guard is initially set to true. Within the while loop, a
sel-or-Ies statement is used. The general form of a sel-or-les statement is:

sel

statement

or

statement

or

or

statement

les

One of the executable statements is non-deterministically chosen and executed.

23
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The same while-loop and the two lines behind it could also be modified to do the same
without the guard Continue:

while true

do

sel

BUS l SendData(BufID, d)

or

BUS?ReceiveData(eval(BufID), d)

or

BUS!ReleaseBuf(BufID); Revive (UserID)

les

ad.

(This form of the while loop without guard is used in process Resource ).

The conditional receive statement has been used to identify resources and to separate
users from each other.
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Figure 22. If Example 4 is simulated, you will notice that it has no end.
The behaviour of the users is not specified to do anything useful. This
example is intended to clarify the use 01 multiples.

The behaviour of the users is unpredictable in this example, but its main purpose is to
illustrate the use of the conditional receive statement to model multiples. From the
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simulation we can expect but not prove the corredness of the specifications (POOSL
and PROMELA).

With the verificator in SPIN we could check:

• resources must always give a MemGrntd to the same user that did a
MemReq,

• if a resource is in use it may not be released by another user,

• resources can serve only a single user at a time,

and other questions like these. The verificator will prove the validity of the questions.
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5. COMPILER IMPERFECTIONS.

Because the compiler is still under construction, it has certain imperfections. These
imperfections will now be discussed and if necessary manual changes are suggested.
(fhe compiler we refer to translates POOSL to PROMELA). Some additions to the
compiler to increase its performance (quality) are given also. You can read (2) to learn
more about the compiler design. In Appendix B a listing of the compiler's source is
given.

The type of a channel is restricted. In POOSL you can send a message containing a
byte on one moment and a real on ano'~her moment. In PROMELA however you must
explicitly define the type of a message. Once they have been defined, they cannot be
altered. With the current version of SPIN dynamic channel types cannot be
implemented. Therefore the compiler defines that channels carry messages of type int
only:

chan c = [0] of { mtype, int, int, int }

oumberof
parameters

COIldilional
receive

This is another imperfection of the compiler: it defines one mtype and three integers.
The thought behind this implementation is that three integers are sufficient in most
cases. The compiler can be extended by counting the maximum number of
parameters in send or receive statements, simply by using the information of the
message interface. If the channel is used by several processes, you must maximise
the number of parameters using the largest message found. For now, you will have to
manually change the number of parameters. Only if more parameters are needed you
have to add them in the PROMELA specification. If less parameters are needed, you
can leave it as it is, because SPIN fills unused parameters with zero's.

ABORT ,'. The compiler does not translate ABORT and INTERRUPT. At this moment you must try to
INTERRUPT

find some construction to describe an ABORT or INTERRUPT in PROMELA. There is no
general method you can follow.

T11E\ssage A method call is translated to a GOTO in PROMELA. This means that in PROMELA after
calls

a called method has ended, the complete process ends. The problem is not as severe
as it seems, because mostly method calls would return parameters. These parameters
may be local in POOSL (within the scope of a method), but they are global in PROMELA
(within the scope of the process) which means that parameters will still be returned.

In some cases returning to the calling method is vital for the correctness of the
specification. In these cases the automatically generated PROMELA specification will
fail, so be aware of this compiler inadequacy.

At this moment, the conditional receive statement is only partially implemented. Only
the subclass VAR=expr is used in the conditioning expression. To automatically translate
the conditional receive statement you must use eval(expr) as in

c?m(eval(MyID), d)

This is a temporary notation, and may change in later version of the compiler. The
notation

c?m(ID, d I MyID=D)

is the proper notation if you want to use POOSL specifications in the future.
OEtAy

BROADCAST Because there is no time in SPIN, you cannot translate a DELAY or a BROADCAST in
PROtvlELA.
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idMiiflers in
PROMELA

PROMELA has no data abstraction, and therefore it cannot be used to describe data
methods used in POOSL. Instead the compiler will map every data type on integers. This
could be extended by checking the data types in POOSL and map them onto the
limited range of existing data types in PROMELA. (Bytes would be mapped on bytes,
reals on reals etc.). Abstract data cannot be described in PROMELA.

At this moment identifiers in POOSL are copied to an underscore followed by the
identifier. Suppose that the compiler encounters the identifier Resource then it will use
_Resource in PROMELA. The underscores are added to prevent that the compiler will
generate reserved words in PROMELA. Restricting the nomenclature in POOSL is no
solution because of the wide variety of target languages.

The identifiers with added underscores tend to make the PROMELA specification
difficult to read, though. This can be resolved by defining a list of reserved words in the i,ir~\~~!1!!!!Y;••·
compiler. If an identifier matching one of these reserved words is encountered, the
compiler can warn the user or rename the identifier by adding an underscore to it. This
method would not restrict the nomenclature in POOSL and grade up readability.

Although messages and variables can have the same names in POOSL in PROMELA
they must have different names because messages are mapped on constants. The
present version of the compiler does not check for identical names, but this can be
extended in future versions. For now, you must be aware to check it yourself.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Three implementations of the conditional receive statement in PROMELA have been
discussed:

• using constants to block a receive statement,

• using arrays of channels,

• using the evalO operator.

The first method has an mqjor disadvantage: in case of large multiples it requires
individual templates for every single unit of the multiple. This means not only that the
PROMELA specification is very large, but it also means that changing the description of
a unit within this multiple requires that every template is changed.

The second method that uses a channel array has the advantage that in some cases
templates can be reused (and thus shortening the length of the PROMELA
specification). In other cases however, where relabeling of channels is required, this
implementation fails. Luckily there is a third implementation.

The third implementation uses the brand new evalO operator in PROMELA. This
implementation almost unleashes all the power of POOSL's condition receive
statement. With the evalO operator, the relabeling problem can be solved, which
means that there is no need for duplicate templates in PROMELA.

A problem that remains unsolved is that only conditioning expressions as VAR=expr can
be implemented in PROMELA whereas POOSL allows every expression as a condition in
the conditional receive statement. I personally think that there is no way to describe the
general conditional receive statement in PROMELA using the current version of SPIN.

Another part of this report discussed the present compiler (that translates POOSL to
PROMELA). The compiler produces a very useful PROMELA specification, but care
should be taken to check it for certain inadequacies. These imperfections have been
listed in Chapter 5.

Finally, to improve the readability of the generated PROMELA specifications, I suggest
that a list of reserved PROMELA words is added to the compiler. Identifiers in POOSL are
literally used in PROMELA unless they occur in this reserved word list: in that case the
identifier is proceeded by an underscore.
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ApPENDIX A: USING XSPIN.
To simulate or verify a POOSL specification, we can translate it to for example
PROMELA. PROMELA is the specification language used by SPIN. SPIN is the simulator
and verificator that is used throughout this report to check the examples. To ease the
use of SPIN, a graphical environment is provided: XSPIN. Before we start to explain the
basic procedures to use XSPIN, the compilation of a POOSL specification is described.

Suppose we want to simulate the first example of this report. Before we proceed please
copy the examples from the provided diskette to your hard drive. We presume that all
executables are in your path, which means that you can start them from every
directory on your hard drive.

The POOSL specification of the first example is called FEX1.p . To convert it to PROMELA
you must enter

p2spin FEX1.p

at your UNIX prompt. The generated file is called FEX1. spin (the PROMELA
specification of Example 1). Given the simplicity of this example, this specification is
already complete and no changes have to made. ( In Chapter 5 all imperfections of
the compiler are discussed. )

~~: Now that the PROMELA specification is generated you can start XSPIN by typing

XSPIN

loading a
specjftcalion

starting a
simulation

at your UNIX prompt. (Error) messages will appear in the window from where you started
XSPIN. After the graphical environment of SPIN has started you can load FEXl.SPIN as
follows:

• choose File.. button at the top of the window SPIN CONTROL

• choose Load from this menu.

• choose the PROMELA specification you want to simulate, in this case
FEX1.spin.

When you completed these steps, the PROMELA specification will appear. If you have
to make changes you can enter them directly. Do not forget to save the specification,
because you will not be asked to save it upon quitting XSPIN.

For now, we just want to simulate this specification. therefore choose Simulate.. from the
buttons at the top of the SPIN CONTROL window. A window called Simulation Options
appears. Make sure that Random is selected (SimUlation Style). You can change the
seed value to produce different simulation runs. Press the Start button in the lower right
corner of the window.

Three windows will appear, Simulation Output, Time Sequence and
Message Sequence Chart. Select the Simulation Output window and press the Run
switch in it. This simulation ends by itself, but long simulation runs may be suspended by
pressing the Suspend switch (only visible behind the Run switch when simulating).

The graphical output is shown in the Message Sequence Chart.

~~ To end the simulation, press the Cancel button in the Simulation Output window. You
can exit XSPIN from the File.. menu in the SPIN CONTROL window.
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ApPENDIX B. COMPILER LISTING.

Below the listing of the compiler that translates POOSL specifications to PROMELA
specifications is given (spin.c)
'include "spin.h
.include "flatten.h"

extern Ncxte root;
Set chan...,pres,mtype;
FilE ·oul:g~n;r out =output file, gan::: generated code file "'
slatic char fllename(256j:

inl~in(){
Dictionary pel; r used to walk dictionary of process definitions "'
Node proc_node; r parse tree node of process definition '"
List cl; r list of channel names "(
list 11; r temporary list "'
List instances; r initial process instance list "'
List vi; r lisl of variables "'
Processlnstance pin; r a process instance "/
Set IS; r temporary set "'

printf("r starting to generale PROMELA code "/\n"):

gen:lopen("lmp.cpp·,"w");

chan_pres::::ZSET;

fprind(gen. ".include '"mtype\\n\n");
mlype:ZSET;

r define all processes in PROMELA "'

out=lopen(·def·,"w");
fprintf(gen,"#include '"del\\n"):

lor(pd:pnlc_dicl;pd;pd:p,:!->neXl) I
procJooe=(Node)pd->elemenl;
r print the header: "'

r spnntf(filename,·%s.%so ,systemname,pd->key);
out:fopen(filename,·w·);
fprintf(gen,·#include \·'YoS\\n·,filename);·'
Iprintl(out,~nproclype_%or ,proc_node->subnodes{OJ);
cl:(List)proc_node->subnodes[3);

~(~{t the process ports: (they are invoked to channels) .,

fprintf(out,·chan _%so ,cl->element);
10r(c1=c1->next;cl;c1:c1->next)

fprintf{out,·, _%s·,cl->element);

r··_··...······ added 15110196 by Emil···············_············_,
r print the arguments, always as int .,

spin_class...,param(out, (Lisl) proc_node->subnodes(11 );

r·uu••••••••••••••••••• up to here •••••••••••••••,

r print Ihe behaviour, can be obtained trom
:rOC_node->subnodeS(BI

l",intl(oul,") (In.);

vl:AddVariables~~~~e!}r Leo: make list or variables for proctype in

spin_variables(out,vl);

fprintf{oul,·goto _%s;\n· ,proc_node->subnodes(5]);

r tl walks the instance method list .,
for(tl=(List)procJooe->subnodes(B};tl;ll=lI·>next)

spinmethod(out,(Node)tl->e1ement);

Iprintl(out,~nexrt: OIn)\n');

tclose(out);

instances=(LisI)flaUen(root);

if(!inslances) (
fprintf(ERROR_DEV1CE,\nnothing to do: no initial processes.'o·);
retumO;

fprintf(gen,"'\ninit (\n#include \·channels\~");

r define channels .,

fprind(gen,"'\n\tatomic (\n\t\trun .);
pin=(Processlnstance)instances->element;

spin_run(gen,pin);

for(lI=instances->next;tl;tI=U->next) (
pin:(Processlnstance)tl->etement;
fprind(gen, ·;'o\Nrun .);
spin_run(gen,pin);

)
Iprintl(gen,"\n1l)\n)lnln·);
Iclose(gen);

out=topen("channels·,"W");
ror(tS=Chan_pres;ts;ts:=ls->next)

fprind(out,"'\tchan _%s\t:= [0] of (mtype, int, int, int };\n·,ts·>element);

fprintl(oul,"\n·);

out:lopenrmtype·,.w");

~~~~~fi mtype: (.);

fprin1f(out,"_'YoS·,mtype->element);
for(ts:=mtype->next;ts;ts::ts·>neXl)

} fprintf(out,·, _o/oS",Is.>element);

Iprintl(oul," );\n.);
Iclose(out);

return 0;

inl
spin_RJn(FILE· f, Processlnstance pin) (
r PRE: pin is a Processlnstance initially running
• FUNC: prints PROMELA process name and parameters of pin on FILE

I.,
Ncxte proc_node; r parse tree node with process definition .,
List portJist; r list of ports in proc_node .,
Dictionary port_chan; ,. relabeling result dictionary ·port" ,"chan· ./
String ran;

proc_node:=search_Dictionary(proc_dict,pin.>processname);
port_lisl:(Lisl)proc_node->subnodesj3);

fprintf(t,·_%s(· ,pin->processname); .
port_chan:=(Dictionary)pin·>relabels; r dictionary with .port. ,"channel· .,

tort ; port_list; portJist:=port_list->next) (
ren:(String)search_Dictionary(port_chan,(Key)port_list.:>element);
if(!ren) ren:port_list->element; r no renaming then original name .,
Iprintl(f,'_%s·,ren);

chan...pres::add_Set(Chan-rU:~~17~.>next)

Iprintl(f,", .);

r added 22 oct 1996: passing expressions·'

if(~~ri~~(f:~~ionS)(
spin_expr1ist(t,(Lis1)pin-:>expressions);

Iprintl(I,")");

return 0;

int
spinmelhod(FILE' I,Node n) (

List staUlst,tt;
if(!n) return 0;

SW~~e(~E~~~6s:
IPrintl.(1,"_'Y.S:\nIl.,n->SUbnodeS!O!);
tf(n·>subnodes(4)->subnodeslO I

sptnmethod(r,n->subnodes(4 ;
fprinl1(f :;'o\190to exil;\n-);

)
else fprinl1(f, "'\tgoto extt;\n·);
break;

case METHOD: r defautl execution .,

ca:~at~~~(t~~~~~~~~~[~r~·i~~~~~~!~ngpart·'
spinrnelhodlist(t,staUist);
break;

case SKIP:
fprintl(l,"skip·);
break;

case CALL:
fprintl(r:goto _%s·,n->subnodes(OJ);
break;

case WHILE:
Iprintl(l,"dolnll:: (");
spin_expr(I,n->slAJnodes(OJ);
Iprintl(I,") -> .);
spinmelhodlist(I,(Lisl)(n->subnodes[lJ);
fprintf(r,"'\n\l:: else -> break");
Iprintl(I,~nllod·);
break;

case IF:
Iprintl(l,"i~nll:: (");
spin_expr(l,n->slAJnodes(OJ);
fprintl(I,") -> .j;

r~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~)l~->s""'odeS(lJ);

~n->sUbnodes(2J)spinmelhodlist(I,(List)(n->subnodes{2J);

~~~mr~~~~~!)~p·);
break;

case SEL:
Iprintl(l,"rt r select '/\nlt:: .j;

rgm~(~rs,:?~~~gu~~<:i1i~~17~~~~~i(
Iprintl(I."\nIl:: .);
spinmethodlist(t.ti->element);
)

Iprintl(l,~nltli·);

break;
case '[':

Iprintl(I,"(");
spin_expr(f,n·>sLtlnodes(OJ);
Iprintl(I,") && ');
spinmelhod(l.n->subnodes(1J);
break'

case '1':'
Iprintl(I,·_%01_%s',n->subnodesjO],n->subnodes{l J);
mlype_d_Sel(mtvPe,n->slAJnodes(1J);
sptn_rocv_param(I,(Lisl)(n->Slbnodes{2J);
W(n->subnode.[3J)

tprint1(f,·" condit. recv. not implemented ·11;
break;

case '!':
Iprintl(I,·_%s'_%s·,n->subnodes[O],n->subnodes{l J);
mtype.add_SeI(mtype,n->subnodes{lJ);

rt(n->subnodes!21) (
Iprintl(f,"(");

spin_expriist(I,(List)(n->subnodes{2))); .
Iprtntl(f,")·);
)

break;
case BROADCAST: r temporary only one sync send .,

fprintl(t .._"08!_%S",n·>subnodesI0),n->subnodes(1 J);
mtype:add_SeI{mtype,n->subnodes{lJ);
break;

caeeOELAY;
Iprintl(',"delay·);
break;

case ASSIGN:
Iprintl(''"_%S • ·,n->subnodesjOJ);
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retum res;

retumO;

retumO;

tprintf(r:r no int declaration -/\n-);
retumO;
I

i1(II) {

res = (List)DocI2Var[(List)(n->subnodes[2]));

for{t1=(List)n·>subnodes(81~1;t1=tl->next)(
res=append,LisI(reS,DOCI2Var«List)(o->SUbnodo~I~));
res=appen<CLisl(res,DecI2Var!(Ust)(n->subnode 2 »);
res=append_Lisl(res,Docl2Var (List)(n->subnod 3)));
}

./

List
AddVariables(Node n) [

List res,lI;

r changes by Emi11S110196
1. statement added in function int spinO.
2. function spin_classJlaram added at end of file

reiurnO;
)

i1(t;ri~J(r~·~~~l;..)",te_>sUbnodes{O]);
elso

fprintf(I,·, _%s·,te->subnodes(OJ);
)

Iprintl(''")");

int
spin_classJlaram(FILE" I, USII)

List p:::Zl.:
List lI,tl2;
Node nn;

lor( II = I; II; II:II->ne'" ) I
nn=(Node)tl->element;

for( t12=(List) nn->subnodesIOJ ; 112; 112=t12·>next )
p:::add_List( p,1I2->elemenl );

:~~(~I~~!~~~xtTti~;~il-:~~~)nt) ;
fprintf(I,·, _%s·,thelemenl);

fprintl(f,";\n');
retumO;

ff(!Q return 0;

fprintf(t,·L'o/oS· ,I->element);
for(t1=I->next;t1;lI=t1->next)

lprintf{I,", _%s·,t1·>element);
Iprintl(I,")");

int
spin_recvJlaram(FILE· f,List I) (

Listtl;
Node1e;

if(!I)retum0;

le~·>elemenl:

n(l;riZl(i.1~;~tt-~.S)",'e->SubnodOSI0J);
else

fprin"(I."Lo;.s",te->subnodes(OJ);

10r(t1:1->next;lI;tl=thnext) (
te",t1·>element;

int
spin_variables(FILE· I,Ust I) (

List II;

r·············· added 15/10196 by Emil·············_········...··_·/

tprintl(''"/" empty 'r');
return 0;

I
elSe Iplintl(l,"skip');

retumO;

spinmefhodlisl(FILE"I,List I) (
List II;
i1(I)
10r(II=I;II;II:II->next) (

if(t1->element) (
spinmethod(f,thelement);
i1(tl->next)
Iprintl(I,";\nlt·);
j

)
retumO;

spin_expr(r,n->subnodes[1!);
break;

case '(':
Iprintl(I,"{ ");
spinmethodlist(f,(List)n->subnodes[Oj->subnodes[OJ);
fprintl(''"} ');
break;

case DATAMETHOD:
Iplintl(I,"_%s: 01" DATAMETHOD 'los'/",

n->subnodes{Oj,
n->subnOOes[1]->subnodes[Ol);

break;
default

tprintf(f,~Of,.d" function nr. ~r,n·>type);

break;

int
spin,expr(RLE' I,Node n) (

i1(!n) return Iplintl(I,"OO');

SW~;~(~EneJ:(
~~~rc~[(~;;;~~~~:n~~SII), ':'j)

tprintf(f: %s ", n->subnodesj1 J);
else
Iplintl(f," =: .);

spin_expr(f,n->subnodes[2J);
break;

case '+': case '.': case 'I':
case "": case 'f: case ',%':
case '&':

spin_expr(f,n·>subnodes[OJ);
i1«(n->type=='&')II(n->type=='I'»

fprintf(f,"%c%c~, n->type, n->type);
else
Iplintl(I,"%c', n->type};

spin_expr(f,n->subnodes[1l);
break;

case DATAFACTOR:
i1(o->subnodes{OJ)

fprintf(f,"_%s",n·>subnodesIO]);
spin_expr(f,n->subnodes[1 J);

if(T;risn~7,?~?~~~oo %s ...• unimplemented "r.
(Node)(List)n->subnodesI2J)->element)->subnodes[0J);

break;
case NEW: case NIL: case SELF:

Iprintl(I,"O');
break;

case '(':
Iprintl(I,'(");
spin_expr(f,n->subnodes[O]);
Iprintl(I,')");
break;

case PRIM:
spin_expr(r,n->subnodes[OJ);
break;

case INTEGER: case REAL: case CHAR:
fprintf(f,"%s",n->subnodes[Ol);
break;

case VAR:
tprintf(f,"_OfoS",n->subnodes[O]);
break;

case TRUE: fprintf(f:1"); break;
case FALSE: Iplintl(I,"O"); break;
case BUNK: tprintf\', "bunk"); break;
case CUNK: fprintf I, "cunk"); break:
case IUNK: fprintf(l, "iunk"); break;
case RUNK: fprintf(l, "runk"); break;

delautt:
fprintf(f."_%s r delaun expression Of,.d "r,n->subnodes{Oj,n->type);
break;
I

retumO;

int
spin,exprlist(FILE' I,List I) (

Usttl;

i1(II) (

10r~~~~~~(l.t~_~~le~,);

Iprintl(f,", 'j;
}

retum 0;

int
sp;n.Jlaram(FILE· I,List I) (

Ustll;

i1(II->next)

List
DocI2Var(Listl) (
r (his function returns all variables in a DeclarationList '"

List resutl=ZL;
Lisldl;

for(dl=l; dl; dl=dl->next)
resun:(List)append_List(resun,(List)«(Node)dl

>element)->subnodes[Ol);

return resun;
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